Homework Set #5 (Due Friday, March 22nd, 3PM, Room 424)

Fourier Series
1) Problems 5.4 and 7.4 in Boas Chapter 7
2) Problems 5.5 and 7.5 in Boas Chapter 7
3) Problems 8.17 and 8.18 in Boas Chapter 7
4) Problems 9.3 and 9.23 in Boas Chapter 7
5) Problems 14.2 a through d in Snieder
6) Problems 14.2 e through h in Snieder

Fourier Transforms
7) Problems 4.3 and 4.4 in Boas Chapter 7
8) Problems 4.9 and 4.10 in Boas Chapter 7
9) Problems 14.4 a through f in Snieder
10) Problems 14.9 a through e in Snieder